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For over a century the construction of whiteness and a white racial identity have 

been central to American law, literature and social sciences, giving universal 

legitimacy to its legal, literary and methodological practices. Constructions of 

race have not only affected the principles of jurisprudence, formation of national 

identity, conceptions of citizenship, drawing of literary canon and the workings of 

society, but have also entered the theoretical foundations of history, social 

sciences, literature and literary theory. From the middle of the nineteenth century 

to the middle of the twentieth dominant groups have manipulated history to create 

social and political advantages for themselves. Historians now believe that such 

groups not only "misread" and "misrepresented" historical documents but 

 constructed "events that never took place."' The lack of a proper sense of 

representative history and an endorsement of a contaminated history has created 

imbalances in American society. The growing belief that America lacks a proper 

sense of history has prompted social and literary theorists to work against 

historical discourses and the notion of race, often forgetting to find workable 

solutions or go beyond it.2

During the post-war period, especially from the late 1950s to the middle of 1970s, 

American scholarship confronted racial and colonial prejudices at a scale never
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encountered before. Both the Algerian Revolution and the Vietnam War, together 

with the poststructuralist debunking of master narratives, created a substantial 

intellectual unrest in Western academia forcing some professors and students to 

question their complicity in strengthening hegemonic epistemologies that had 

 hitherto directed critical inquiry in various disciplines.'

In the last thirty years new poststructuralist methodologies, employed by 

postcolonial and neo-Marxist scholars in the United States and Europe, have 

succeeded in unmasking the complicity of literature, law, anthropology and 

history in constructing the hegemony of race. Obviously most affected by this 

methodological coup are the subjects of literary studies, jurisprudence, history 

and anthropology. Literary studies have given a new significance to literary theory 

by unmasking biased and hegemonic ideologies in the construction of literature 

and literary discourses. This frenetic activity labeled as "the politics of theory" 

colludes with post-foundationalist and Foucauldian discourses to expose Western 

critical biases and now provides economic and political advantage to minority 

groups.' The formation of ethnic group identities, harnessed to negotiate political 

concessions from the privileged majority, is a byproduct of the new ideological 

shift, referred to by the phrase "identity politics" or "politics of identity." What do 

words such as `politics,''theory' and `race' imply? And how will literary studies 

and literature be imagined in the future? These are questions that literary 

theorists, deconstructionists and new historicists are asking now.

Once theory meant a self-referential reading of a text that brought out its literary 

merits. Till the 1970s British formalism, preached by influential critics like F. R. 

Leavis and I. A. Richards located the literary text within the sphere of literary 

tradition; and this method was so deeply entrenched in departments of English in 

American, British and Indian universities that it was well neigh impossible to see
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the text in any other way. The social, political and historical conditions that gave 

rise to a literary artifact, its mode of production, interpretation and dissemination 

were seen marginal to the literary aesthete who was taught to positively look down 

on such issues as belonging to the petit bourgeoisie if not to the lumpen proletariat. 

In India and many British universities, such issues were left to Marxist scholars 

who supposedly understood class struggle and economic exploitation embodied in 

cultural artifacts.

By the end of the 1970s a sense of dissatisfaction had already set in on American 

campuses where the formalist enterprise was becoming intellectually restrictive 

and emotionally dissatisfying.5 Alternate methodologies such as European 

deconstruction, feminism and post-structuralism were taking literary theory into 

new areas of meaning and interpretation. Political and social analyses, which had 

remained outside the framework of literary theory, were now introduced into 

critical discourses in the hope of finding a new relevance of literature to life. The 

interconnectedness between theory and the world that gave rise to it had acquired 

a new significance.

What had began as a dissatisfaction with literary theory and practices of New 

Criticism soon became an attack on the formation of the grand canon itself, 

unmasking white male hegemonies, repressive colonial codes and sexual 

parochialism. Scholars began to feel a greater sense of attachment to methods 

than to ideas. Initially feminism held promise, but since it had no clear 

methodology of its own and had to rely on deconstructionist and post-structuralist 

techniques to examine the cultural and political underpinnings of text, it lost both 

its fizz and fans. Under these conditions new historicism arose as an in house 

attempt to restructure literary critical practices in American scholarship.
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In the early 1980s American literary critics such as Stephen Greenblatt, Catherine 

Gallagher and Louis A. Montrose employed the methodologies and procedures of 

deconstruction and post-structuralism to prepare the ground for the practices of 

new historicism which provided a political and cultural slant to the interpretation 

of literature. Soon new historicism spread like wildfire engulfing the campuses 

and altering the intellectual landscape of departments of English. But two 

decades after what has happened to new historicism? Is it a spent force? Is new 

historicism nothing but post-structuralism adapted to literary theory? And is the 

history of literary theory in the last twenty years nothing but the history of post-

structuralism?

After the collapse of Soviet Union and communist regimes in Eastern Europe, the 

restructuring of the Left academic discourse has taken it away from the theoretical 

foundations of Marx into pseudo-Marxist avenues dealing with the theories of 

race, literature, nation and empire. Academic inquiry in these areas based on neo-

Marxist and Foucauldian methodologies has, therefore, increased. Attempts to see 

how discursive forms operate in a socio-political environment have taken 

academic inquiry away from semiotics and into the genealogy of knowledge. Now 

academic debates center upon the ideologically biased assumptions and postulates 

of humanities and social sciences, much to the embarrassment of conservative and 

even some neo-liberal critics. Theory has begun to imply various forms of post-

structuralism, ranging from new historicism to feminism, and largely refers to 

critical practices that attempt to relate the text to its discursive and socio-political 

context. This intellectual activity has given a new meaning and reference to the 

 word `theory.'
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Using Theory

Modern ideas of theory are based on the philosophical writings of French 

poststructuralists and especially on the works of Michael Foucault, Jacques 

Derrida, de Mann et. al. Within a Left academic discourse of Homi Bhabha, 

Stuart Hall, Gayatri Spivak, Ernesto Laclau, Drucilla Cornell, Aijaz Ahmad, 

Teresa de Lauretis and others these ideas are given a sharper political focus and 

recontextualized in the areas of gender, sexuality, colonialism and race. Though 

the Left critical practices have privileged minority texts, their readings of texts are 

different from those of the French poststructuralists such as Derrida.

Derrida would see the literary form eternally contaminated by something that 

exceeds its boundaries. The neo-Marxists would place a text completely within its 

socio-political ethos to locate meaning. French poststructuralists would argue that 

if form cannot achieve formal unity, in fact resists that unity, then this excess or 

resistance limits literary formalism. The ever-expanding contextual boundaries 

that deconstruction suggests, calls for an ongoing revision and reformulation of 

meaning. To delimit theory to its socio-political context alone, as the Left does, 

may seem exigent but drastically alters the assumptions of French post-

structuralism and spreads the contamination.

In itself the word 'theory' is too abstract and general a word when employed in the 

realm of politics. Political theorists, structuralists and literary critics have debated 

on the meaning of theory and its relationship to politics. The old school of literary 

critics still adhere to the belief that literary texts are complete entities separated 

from the politics of the real world; and therefore the meaning of literary texts 

ought to be interrogated through language and literary devices they employ. This 

aspect of literary enterprise, realists believe, is purely self-referential. Realists
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like Adorno, Lukacs and Brecht point out that when social and political conditions 

in the world change mimetic form in literature also undergoes a change. They 

argue that it is not possible to ignore social and political conditions that create a 

specific work and affects its reading. Some influential formalists demand for a 

"return to literature" in an attempt to reclaim the ground lost to social sciences .

Harold Bloom insists that politics or ideology in literary criticism must be 

replaced by "the autonomy of the aesthetic" and the Western canon; and 

multiculturalism, Marxism, feminism, neo-conservatism, Afro-centrism and New 

 Historicism must go.° Literary critics like Bloom caution us that if theory engages 

with politics and power it may get sullied by political judgments, preventing 

literary analysts from being apolitical in their assessment of literature. These 

literary critics fail to see that political representation in literature can provide an 

understanding of the way the nation, race and peoples are imagined. Nevertheless, 

the ideological divide has grown. The defenders of politics argue against theory 

by prioritizing thematic and political content, while defenders of theory banish not 

only political context, but also all contextual readings of literature. Both are 

unwilling to see the interdependence of theory and politics. Theory becomes 

contaminated if it just provides a political reading of literature; but if it ignores its 

political referents it becomes limited and parochial.

This free for all literary battle fought on a largely undefined turf of "theory" has 

undoubtedly left a whole body of traditionally constructed literatures in disarray 

giving rise to significant literary casualties. Some mainstream white writers in 

American literature such as William Faulkner, Herman Melville, Ernest 

Hemingway and others have been marginalized while suppressed minority writers 

such as Jean Toomer, Anzia Yezierska, Mormon Silko and John Okada have been 

pulled into the center. The Western canon if not dismantled has certainly been
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pulled from many sides to admit the hitherto inadmissible. This has generated a 

new awareness of hegemonies, injustices and uncertainties where the center and 

margins are in a state of flux. If old certitudes have not broken down completely 

they are now under severe attack. What does all this hold for 'theory' in general 

and literary theory in particular? Are we entering into an era of post-theory where 

only some quintessential literary texts remain? Or, has "high theory" of cultural 

and postcolonial studies advanced by the Left permanently altered our 

understanding of literature? Is theory still tied to the apron strings of post-

structuralism, or has high theory of the Left altered it to such an extent that post-

structuralism has lost its original identity?

These questions are being answered, if not satisfactorily, by a new interest in 

social theory and its associated areas such as freedom, justice, race, gender and 

equality. Despite the warning of literary purists to keep out of social issues, 

literary studies now engage in political and social issues and negotiate new 

realities expressed in globalization and trans-nationalism. Many social theorists 

question the legitimacy of literary critics dabbling in social theory without the 

necessary disciplinary wherewithal to do so. Truly, the work of literary scholars 

has become increasingly difficult as they not only have to master literary theory 

but also study jurisprudence, political theory, social structures, political 

movements and race to make sense of literary texts. Nonetheless, literary scholars 

are providing valuable insights into political and social texts that can be quite 

useful in our troubled times. They are opening up the literary dimensions of texts 

in social theory and anthropology that have been altogether ignored. It will be 

quite interesting to explore the role literary theory will play in the future in 

analyzing the production of meaning in non-literary texts.
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Race and Identity Politics

Interest in social theory has also given rise to critical race studies, whiteness 

studies and multicultural studies. These studies focus attention on the economic 

and political ideas that have over a period of time encouraged the notion of 
"whiteness" and the privileges whites enjoy in American society. In doing so they 

analyze cultural practices in literature, art, music and popular media that 

strengthen the notion of white supremacy. White racial groups belonging to a 

common European ancestry and comprising of French, German, English, 

Norwegian and other related nationalities were understood to be culturally and 

biologically superior to other "non-white races." Gradually this legal and political 

fiction acquired an indubitably real status, creating a powerful coalition of 

Europeans who successfully enslaved and oppressed non-whites. In the United 

States the racial category "white" has acquired a legal sanction that determines 

freedom, enfranchisement, business ownership, enjoyment of civic privileges, 

marriage rights etc.

The Civil Rights Act of 1965 summarily abolished racial discrimination in 

America, but even now structural racism in the form of old boys network in large 

corporations, unfair government subsidies to white suburban areas, business and 

housing loans continue white dominance. The American ideology of individualism 

allows dominant groups to argue that as individuals they do not discriminate 

against non-whites, nor do they come from ancestors who were slave owners. And 

yet they willingly avail of the social and political advantages that accrue to them 

by virtue of being whites. Whiteness studies together with other associated studies 

attempt to dislodge the deeply entrenched legitimacy of this fiction by 

systematically analyzing the prejudice, discrimination and racism hidden in social 

life, law, literature, politics and other cultural practices. Deconstructing popular
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notions of race and cultural preferences given to images of whiteness may help to 

correct legal and cultural imbalances in supposedly fair and democratic societies 

of the West.

Some of the recent debates in postcolonial theory and politics of imperialism have 

focused greater attention on ethnicity, race, marginality and the formation of 

identity to uncover the hegemony of the empire in constructing otherness. The 

postcolonial debate now centers largely on the implication and meaning of 

ethnicity, whether ethnicity applies to, subjugated people, all peoples, indigenous 

people of a conquered country or all those who participate in the imperialist 

enterprise.

It has been generally believed that a single ethnic group invariably occupies the 

center of society and that other groups function on the margins. Understandably 

politics censures a dominant group for marginalizing others, perpetuating the 

 false notion of binary opposites—dominant/  subordinate, center/margin. On the 

contrary ethnic groups possess enormous fluidity and they cannot be contained 

within a binary mode of thinking. Also, ethnic demands for political represen-

tation are not constant as they are impacted both by a changing political climate 

and social adaptability. Sometimes ethnic groups, like Jewish-Americans are so 

well represented that they cannot be qualified as subordinate. Social thinkers like 

Werner Sollors and Stuart Hall believe that ethnicity encompasses diverse social 

groups and reject the idea of binary opposite.' Hall rejects the idea of an essential 

ethnic individual and together with it the associated binary opposites of black/ 

white, Anglo/non-Anglo.'

Cultural studies have focused on analyzing the process of social and political 

representation — what represents the ethnic group or individual and what is the
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method of such representation? Recently this area has expanded to unmask the 

disproportional representation given to white discursive narratives. Cultural 

theorists have questioned the discursive methods and call for altering it to provide 

fuller representation to ethnic groups. Hall calls this development a movement 

from a "war of maneuver" to a "war of position" creating a politics of cultural 

difference. Discursive methods of representation, Charles Taylor argues, unravel 

the process of articulation and attempt to rationally and historically contextualise 

the politics of identity.9

A non-ethnocentric criterion of ethnicity subsumes the absence of a stable, 

unchanging ethnic subject. It implies that the conception of an ethnic subject is 

both a consciously constructed and an ever-changing phenomenon. Social thinkers 

now agree that we possess only a nominal rationality to be able to judge cultural 

difference on a non-ethnocentric criterion. It must be kept in mind that em-

powerment and assimilation need not take away the power of ethnic consciousness 

or its representation. Ethnic consciousness continues to be reflected in literature, 

autobiography and historical discourses even after ethnic groups become assimi-

lated in mainstream society.

Race Studies and the Law

From 1790 onwards, the federal and state courts in the United States tried to define 

the parameters of a white racial identity in order to help identify people who could 

 be naturalized as citizens.10 Since race is not a biological but a social construction, 

race negotiates various social identities created by religion, class, gender, sexuality, 

and nationality. Being white depends in some measure on whether one is Anglican 

Protestant or Shia Muslim, rich or poor, male or female, heterosexual or lesbian/ 

gay, just as these categories acquire significance if one is white.
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Until 1952 it was mandatory to be white in order to be naturalized. Applicants for 

naturalization tried to establish their whiteness in the eyes of the law. By and large 

peoples from Japan, China, Philippines, Myanmar, Hawaii and of mixed race were 

rejected as whites while those from India, Syria and Arabia were accepted. But 

within a decade the U.S. Supreme Court reversed its own decision and excluded 

the latter category from inclusion in the white group.

The taxonomy of race reveals that the U.S. legal system not only identified who 

were white but also provided explanations for their decisions. Both their 

identification and explanation were imagined social constructions and therefore 

untenable from the position of social justice. Race and racial identities constructed 

since the European conquest of the New World and their legal and political 

histories are rather unstable. Invariably when racial history reached significant 

crossroads, unethical paths were taken as Enlightenment ideas were worked inside 

out to validate white male hegemony. This has prompted many theorists of race to 

 exhort whites to give up their white racial identity."

Marxists contend that white supremacy has never been an established fact in 

American history but constantly negotiated by divisive forces within whites 

communities and non-white minority alternatives. It is possible to argue that the 

white working class used whiteness to procure certain class advantages at specific 

moments in history especially in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

It would not be wrong to say that while political and class elites employed 

whiteness to bolster their power and gain legitimacy, white working class also 

used whiteness to gain class and color advantage. Narratives in popular 

entertainment, literature, labor history and electoral politics reflected how white 

elites divided and weakened the political effectiveness of the white working class. 

Writing from within the Marxist and poststructuralist traditions, David R.
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Roediger argues that whiteness is a marked and not a neutral color in the history 

 of 19`11 century working class, the shaping of social identities in the 20`h century 

and the cultural practices of the 21st century. He attacks the structural privileges of 

whiteness and suggests an "abolition of whiteness" to overcome the injustices 

caused by race.12

Race and its associated issues are basically understood on two levels: 

     a) in terms of their social constructions and 

    b) in terms of the rights they guarantee to different racial categories.

In recent times not only racial minorities and women claim rights and privileges 

that. may give them better housing, employment and taxation cuts but also sexual 

groups such as gay and lesbian cite racial precedent to overcome sexual 

discrimination."

Henry Louis Gates Jr., believes that racial prejudice, segregation and 

disenfranchisement reflect a postcolonial condition in the United States similar to 

the postcolonial legacies left behind by erstwhile colonial empires in developing 

countries.14 The racial, religious and cultural heterogeneity in'the U.S. opens the 

way for political visibility and dominance. White racism, directed prominently 

against Blacks, is another form of colonial aggression. Critics like Bill Ashcroft, 

Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin have argued that though America expresses a 

neo-colonial dominance in the world, its literature is as postcolonial as that of 

Third World and African countries.15

The construction of race through law is latent in the ideas of nation and 

citizenship. Immediately after the American Civil War (1861-65) Senator Charles 

Sumner sought to undo the damage caused by the Dred Scot decision of the 
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Supreme Court denying Blacks citizenship rights by seeking to remove all 

references to race from the naturalization statute; but his efforts failed. The 

general sentiment in the country and the Congress was hostile to Native 

Americans and Asians leading to the segregation of Japanese schoolchildren in 

San Francisco. The diplomatic crisis that followed in its wake between the U.S. 

and Japan forced Theodore Roosevelt to allow Japanese immigrants to opt for 

naturalization.

Though the popular political discourse in this country was anti-Asian, it was in 

Supreme Court that the real battle of race and prerequisite or eligibility was 

fought. In 1894 the courts employed two contradictory terms selectively in 

determining the white identity of applicants seeking naturalization. On the one 

hand they cited "scientific evidence" based on researches in anthropology and 

natural sciences and on the other they employed "common knowledge" based on 

popular speech to determine the racial identity of immigrants. Though race 

experts and anthropologists tried to validate the white racial identity of one ethnic 

group or the other, the courts employed their own convoluted logic in different 

legal cases that came up for hearing. Race expert John Wigmore argued that the 

Japanese were culturally and anthropologically white.16 The courts thought 

otherwise. The courts were not interested in broader anthropological issues of 

 racial identity but instead based their decision on `common knowledge' in 

determining the white identity of applicants seeking naturalization. By common 

knowledge the courts meant the way race was understood in popular speech and 

national literature. Based on this assumption a federal court in California in 1878 

denied citizenship to In re Ah Yup, a Chinese man.17

The courts employed both common knowledge and scientific evidence somewhat 

arbitrarily in determining the white identity of applicants and were soon frustrated
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by their own logic. From 1909 courts shied away from using both yardsticks for 

determining race; they either used one or the other. But advances in anthropology 

added a new mixture of confusion in determining race of immigrants especially 

dark-skinned Syrians and Asian Indians who were grouped as Caucasians. 

Popular opinion held that these people were non-Whites but scientific evidence 

showed that they were whites.

In the Ozawa v. United States the Court denied citizenship to the Japanese 

applicant by arguing that common knowledge did not allow him to be part of the 

 Caucasian race.18 In the Asian Indian Bhagat Singh Thind's case the court rejected 

scientific evidence in favor of common knowledge and once more contradicted 

itself.'9

The discipline of anthropology was strongly influenced by ideas of eugenics and 

scientific racism. Eugenics advocated the improvement of the physical and mental 

characteristics of a race. In the U.S. eugenics was understood to imply the 

perpetuation of the whites, scientifically restricting nonwhite procreation through 

sterilization. Scientific racism developed the concept of racial hierarchy, which 

placed the Anglo Saxon at the apex of the pyramid and the Blacks at the bottom. 

During many of the arguments the courts realized that the boundaries of race 

were not naturally but socially determined, though they could not annul the 

whiteness criterion in granting naturalization. This awareness made the definition 

of whiteness rather contentious and unreliable. When the courts rejected scientific 

evidence in favor of common knowledge they tacitly acknowledged the social 

construction of race. American jurisprudence unwittingly employed a social 

category to construct the racial identity of whiteness on which the edifice of the 

nation and society was subsequently built. In doing so, the American law not only 

legalized race but also constructed within itself hegemonies on which subsequent
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race relations were established.

Race studies in the U.S. increasingly point to the way law and legal actors have 

 constructed race "through both coercion and ideology."20 In the process of 

constructing race, law assigned meaning to physical appearance and ancestry, 

economically privileging some and denying those very privileges to others. Law 

also controlled the proliferation of certain kind of physical features. From 1924 to 

1952, immigrants ineligible for naturalization were not permitted to enter the U.S. 

Also American women who married immigrants racially ineligible for citizenship 

were also denied naturalization. These two factors legally limited the reproductive 

choices and physical features made available in the U.S. The law also created the 

connotative implication of non-Whites as inferior, unfit, morally and intellectually 

degenerate, while the whites were superior, fit, and morally and intellectually 

sound. The cultural backgrounds the non-Whites came from were also seen as 

degenerate and inferior. The complicity of the law in fabricating the connotative 

meaning of race seems undeniable. The metaphor of race fabricated by law 

entered speech and literature creating hegemonies and transforming America into 

a white 'European' country.21

Till recently critical race studies were left entirely in the hands of racial minorities 

and white scholars ignored the construction of race through law simply by not 

writing about it. They felt it was difficult to define white identity except in terms 

of those not constructed non-white and possessing blood purity. As such, they 

argued that the notion of "one drop blood" of African ancestors would render a 

person Black. Implicit in the "one drop blood" rule was the idea of racial 

contamination that could overwhelm a dominantly white society. Of late there are 

a growing number of white scholars who do not just focus on Black identity or 

white transparency but also see whiteness in racial terms.22
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In the 1950s and 1960s a new awareness amongst women and minorities to social 

injustices, gave rise to a political and social assertion of their suppressed identities. 

Through the "politics of identity" or identity politics marginalized groups created 

powerful legal and political lobbies in order to wrest social and economic power 

from dominant groups. Betty Friedan's publication of The Feminine Mystique in 

the 1950s highlighted the injustices suffered by women in supposedly model 

American families. Imagining a more egalitarian society, women began to 

construct an independent identity outside the home. The growth of the mass media 

had an important contribution to make in this direction. Literary and social 

movements of the 1960s also helped women and minority groups to recognize 

political and cultural hegemony of the whites. It created in them a need to 

negotiate political and cultural space on the national level. The overall effect of 

this social awareness and political activism triggered off a war of cultures where 

minorities and women demanded a larger representation in government and 

society while dominant groups felt threatened. New ethnic groups consolidated 

their fragmented identities to bargain for cultural and political concessions hitherto 

denied to them.

Culture Wars

The culture wars were also seen in a large measure as a politics of identity fuelled 

by the politics of theory and the Foucauldian debunking of Enlightenment 

ideologies. In the 1970s Foucault was a major intellectual force in the California 

Bay Area affecting intellectual inquiry, disciplines of psychology and sociology, 

minority politics and women's activism. Terms like "cultural space," "hegemony," 
"representation ," "race," "oriental," "ethnicity" and "identity politics" developed a 

new ideology of difference.23 The psychological rhetoric of difference was also a 

symptom of the tremendous social change in post-war America. Resenting the
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systematic exclusion from post-war economic prosperity, ethnic Americans sought 

refuge in post-foundationalism, fundamentalist identity, ethnic culture and pan-

nationalism.

The ethnicization of America got a tremendous boost from the liberal tradition 

that saw an increase in cultural diversity as a manifestation of its health. The 

liberal tradition always affirmed democratic ideals of freedom, justice, liberty and 

cooperation within a single nation. And this was profitably used by ethnic and 

cultural groups to invent strange identity labels for themselves such as "rock 

culture," "European-American culture," "hip-hop culture" or "Asian American 

culture."

Culture arises out of a complex interaction in society and over a period of time 

acquires a distinctive identity. The new generic terms that have invented ethnic 

identities have no clear rationale and are not historically legitimated. Moreover on 

 a conceptual level many of these radical ethnic groups have developed exclusionist 

programs that may not be compatible with social reconstruction. It might be an 

uphill task, for instance, to reconcile the notions of otherness and assimilation. A 

multicultural ideology might help to reduce racial injustices and redefine the 

literary canon along egalitarian lines, but it also possesses the potential to 

introduce separatist ideas in its legal and political system irreconcilable with the 

concept of a unified nation. The introduction of bilingual education in American 

schools (that many ethnic groups campaign for) might create "global village 

people" but perhaps not truly public-spirited Americans. Is cultural diversity after 

all antithetical to assimilation as many conservatives argue?24 Do the scarred 

faults of race, gender, class and nationality run so deep in American society that 

attempts to overcome them might prove futile? Or is it possible to educate people 

and develop a "civic culture that respects both differences and commonalties?"
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Whatever the answers to these questions, Afro-American scholars believe that 

 there can be "no tolerance without respect-and no respect without knowledge."'

Imagining Ethnic Literatures

In the last few decades mainstream American literature dominated by white male 

writers such as James Fenimore Cooper, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Herman Melville, 

William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway and others has been decentered. Literatures 

on the margins, such as African American, Native American, Asian American, 

Latin American and Arab American have negotiated with white mainstream 

literature for literary and cultural space. The new cultural and literary strategies 

have given rise to new anthologies such as The Heath Anthology of American 

Literature effectively replacing Norton anthologies in colleges across the United 

States and a host of secondary material in the form of literary criticism valorizing 

ethnic writing. New academic possibilities in terms of academic positions and 

research have opened up in universities making cultural studies, gender studies, 

postcolonial studies, ethnic literary studies and whiteness studies a viable part of 

multiethnic American literature. The redefinition of American literature has 

transformed the literary curriculum not only across the United States but also in 

Europe and Asia.

Just as literary and social theories have molded the identities of ethnic literatures, 

ethnic literatures in varying degrees also reflect some of the larger concerns 

directing American literary and social theories. A large body of Native American 

writing, for example, negotiates ethnic alterity with white cooperation offering a 

pragmatic solution to mere racial tolerance. Afro-American writing works to 

legitimize minority texts while Asian American literature explores areas beyond 

insipid and inauthentic autobiographies. More assimilated ethnic categories such
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as Jewish American literature find cultural assimilation and empowerment 

through higher education and economic success as ways to realize the American 

Dream. Amongst the many ethnic literatures available in the United States, Native 

American writing offers some hope in integrating ethnic alterity with national 

cooperation.

The politics of identity informs us about our race, clan or religion and helps us to 

see our distinctive uniqueness in the multicultural social fabric of America. But it 

also creates its own hegemony by subsuming splinter identities within a larger 

category. In this way they not only obliterate minor identities but create political 

identities that may not have anything in common with each other. Most Native 

Americans balk at the idea of referring to the literatures of various Indian tribes 

 such as the Navahos, Cherokees, Sioux, Osage, Langua, Pueblo, Blackfeet and 

Gros Ventura with a generic name 'Native American'and then construct their 

literatures as a single unified body based on spiritual harmony, collective 

remembering and symbiosis with nature. Such a grouping assumes an inclusive 

pattern ignoring the differences that exist between Indian nations and their 

literatures. The different cultural and tribal identities that are found in Native 

American writings and the way they handle the trope of alterity, apart from 

supporting a postcolonial discourse, can offer us strategies for building bridges 

rather than "digging trenches to fortify cultural borders."26

When seen as an indivisible historical entity, Native American fiction has 

seemingly passed through three stages of literary development—cultural 

assimilation, "return of the native" and acceptance of white culture. Eager to 

become a part of the white world, writers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century such as Chief Simon Pokagon, Simon M. Oskison and John Joseph 

Mathews (Osage), rejected their own cultural uniqueness and began to espouse
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white Christian values. Though these men called assimilationists encouraged the 

misconception that Native Indians were no different from whites they found their 

position rather difficult to justify. Modifying the assimilationists thesis Simon 

Oskison argued that hard work alone could help Native Indians realize the 

American dream of wealth and success. The concept of "the return of the native" 

to his own world begins in the 1930s under the leadership of D'Arcy McNickle 

and N. Scott Momaday. In subsequent decades it acquires the form of a social 

protest. It rejected the white world and accompanying missionization and tried to 

construct a Native Indian heathen identity. Though this homegrown radicalism 

with its accompanying trope of self-determination found few takers it nevertheless 

highlighted the idea that social assimilation should not undermine an individual's 

right to self-determination.

The process of missionization provided a Christian vocabulary of justification for 

early European settlers and constructed a heathen identity for Native Indians. 

These two things had far reaching tragic consequences for Native Indians. Early 

European settlers believed that Native Indians did not possess a soul and in order 

to implant a soul in them they had to be converted to Christianity. Europeans had 

no qualm of conscience either in killing Native Indians or taking away their land 

by force. Later, putting them in reservations camps was just an extension of this 

idea. It must be remembered that American Indians always possessed their own 

languages, worldview and philosophy before the first white settlers ever set foot 

on the New World. The white settlements with their concepts of individual 

ownership of property and private possessions radically altered the world of the 

Native Indians. They had to traverse the gap between a remembered past of 

negotiable freedom and an observable present of unsolicited industrial revolution, 

understanding that "they could neither flee form white society nor contemplate an 

alternate world peopled only by Indians."27
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Imagining Native Indians as ethnically inferior to whites was supported by the 

gathering of scientific 'evidence.' Ethnographic researches about Native Indians 

from 1902 onwards attempted to transform the mythologized construction of 

Native Indians into scientific investigation. Ethnographic museums depicting the 

destruction of the Indian way of life reinforced the concept of manifest destiny. 

Museums not only fossilized Native Indians by placing them outside the civilized 

world but also dehistoricized them as "racial others." The construction of Native 

American culture as inferior to the European prompted writers like Zitkala-sa 

(Gertrude Bonnin) to eulogize the pagan Indian way of life as against the bigoted 

Christian European way.28 A new activism following the growth of Native 

American communities in 1930-1940 resulted in the founding of the National 

Congress of American Indians (NCAI) in 1944 that tried to protect the economic 

and cultural interests of Native Indians.29

By the late 1970s Native Americans radicalism gave way to a provisional 

acceptance of white majority and reconstruction of Native American traditions. 

James Welch, Leslie Mormon Silko and Gerald Vizenor introduced themes of 

social reconstruction in their writings drawing sustenance from their own tribal 

traditions. Silko's story "Lullaby" works within the metaphysics of a primitive 

Laguna cosmology that does not see the "other" as white but as the errant and 

ignorant Indian who must be brought back to his cultural past. Though the journey 

back may never be easy-in a world where the "other" is easily identifiable as evil 

 while the evil within is difficult to see —it is undoubtedly a courageous act. And 

Silko conducts this journey with ubiquitous ease. James Welch employs the 

Blackfeet and Gros Ventura comic surrealism to expose issues of economic 

disadvantage, dispossession and social marginalization. Undeniably economic 

disadvantages prevent most Native Americans to acquire a college education, 

which in turn destroys their potential and closes possibilities of self-actualization.
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In his novels Winter in the Blood and The Death of Jim Loney, Welsh shows his 

star characters becoming alienated from their environment and escaping into a 

world of sex and alcoholism. Living on the psychological fringes of white culture, 

Welch's protagonists shape the mood and structure of the novels by their responses 

to the world around them. 

Native American writers have tried to reverse the negative formation of cultural 

identities based on racial stereotyping where it is not race but unequal 

opportunities that prevent individuals from realizing their potential. If the fiction 

of Welsh and Silko stand at the center of critical discourses of identity formation 

 today then tolerance seems to be a significant way out.30 Zitkala-sa puts it 

succinctly that the "near kinship with the rest of humanity" and "the great 

brotherhood of mankind" is the only option out for civilizations of our time.31

Black Essentialism

Social theorists agree that between 1870-1914 a massive influx of immigrants split 

American culture along ethnic lines. The racial, social and political injustices of 

subsequent decades created the conditions for women's and black movements in 

the 1960s to introduce gender and color in American system as nonnegotiable 

identities.32 By proffering these identities, both denied the concept of essentialism, 

the belief in a common human identity. Instead they employed abolitionist 

vocabulary to realize their purpose. New regionalism in America has always 

functioned within the political framework of representation whereas American 

studies have located themselves in the national fact of a "democratic culture," 

more along economic and cultural lines than along religious. This implies that 

where regional voices imagine a multicultural environment, federal voices develop 

a unitary myth of national democracy.
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Since the late nineteenth century we notice ethnic Black regionalism of colorists 

such as Bret Harte and Sarah Orne Jewett and then ethnic Jewish regionalism of 

immigrant Jews such as Abraham Cahan and Anzia Yezerskia on the rise. In 

recent times we see Native American, Chicano/a American, Asian American, gay, 

lesbian and other writers imagining their own identities and political space.

Injustices of race have not only created strategies of survival but also forged the 

cultural and political identities of Blacks. Between 1920-1970 Negro literature 

was relatively unknown in America and rarely taught on its campuses. But as 

 black women's power arose in early 1970s it began to construct its minority and 

Black identity and create a political space for itself. In doing so it naturally 

legitimized minority texts and empowered African-American writing. The 

flowering of Harlem Renaissance, which began early in the last century, was seen 

in the 1970s as a manifestation of Black pride and culture. Since it was a radical 

departure from social gradualism of Uncle Tom's Cabin, white supremacist groups 

reacted violently to the threat of violent political reforms to correct racial injustice. 

It is precisely this dynamics that the ideological discourse of the Renaissance was 

sharpened by racial attacks on Blacks in 1919 in Chicago and elsewhere and also 

by the xenophobic activities of the Ku Klux Klan.

Writers of the Harlem Renaissance campaigned for social advancement but 

pursued two ideologically contradictory lines of thought. The first advocated by 

Booker T. Washington emphasized black ownership of capital through success in 

trade and industry. The second preached by W.E. B. DuBois stressed "higher 

education of a Talented Tenth" to take intellectual control of society. Alian Locke 

in his essay "The New Negro" (1925) encapsulated DuBois's ideas of black 

urbanization pioneering into new territories and of pan-African nationalism and 

Harlem neighborhood developing into a "race capital."33 The issue of margins
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entering the center and escaping marginality was ever present in Locke's vision of 

Harlem as the center of a new black consciousness. DuBois's ideas coming via 

Locke are at the heart of the multicultural controversy of today.34

The idea generated by the growth of pan-African nationalism focused attention on 

the need to develop Black power to correct the imbalance in society caused by 

social injustice. The question whether black leadership should develop cultural or 

political power was hotly debated though never conclusively settled. It could be 

said in retrospect that radical social activism was seen as a threat by the 

government and was forcefully nipped in the bud. Cultural revolt was allowed to 

 grow and it is this, which has survived  in  the form of literary writings and debates. 

Literary issues of the difficulty of making a living out of writing, selecting an 

audience, historical consciousness of community and use of innovative literary 

forms preoccupied Black writing at this time. Strategies of introspection and 

rhetoric of public speech were combined effectively in black writing of this time. 

Renaissance writers as diverse as Jean Toomer, Sterling Brown, Nella Larsen, 

Zora Neale Hurston and Richard Wright were able to incorporate Southern slave 

narrative and Northern European realism into their works. Some Black writers 

also used the Blues tradition of complaint and the Jazz tradition of exploring the 

past to lend a wistful nostalgia to issues of the present in their poetry such as 

Brown and Langston Hughes.

Conscious of racial injustice, Black writers such as Toomer had to find ingenuous 

ways to incorporate the tension between ideas of social justice and the practice of 

aesthetic forms in their fiction. Toomer who was a mulatto embodied the idea of 

two-ness in her own life. In his story Cane (1923) he not only revealed the tension 

between society and aesthetics but also issues of individual expression and 

exploration of self that hide within social and aesthetic construction. Toomer
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exemplified the Black artist who challenged the problem of reconciling individual 

subjectivity with social and political group identity.35

Pan-African nationalism combined with deconstruction not only questioned the 

universalizing categories of European essentialism but introduced its own brand 

of neo-African essentialism. The publication of Martin Bernal's Black Athena in 

the early 1990s encouraged attempts to rewrite American history from an 

essentially black, Native American and other non-white point of view.36 Bernal 

had argued that since Western scholarship was biased in favor of an Indo-

European or "Aryan Model" it excluded the ancient Egyptian lineage, which was 

essentially black. Typically racist impulses of many European scholars did not 

allow them to acknowledge this Afro-centric phenomenon in the development of 

Western civilization. Though most of the ethnocentric rewriting of American 

history for schools proved to be as ideologically motivated as the dominant white 

discourses, it nevertheless noted the contributions made by Native Americans in 

drafting the American Constitution and by Blacks to the progress of Western 

civilization through borrowings from Egyptian and Semitic Near Eastern 

civilizations.

The acknowledgement of Black contribution to Western civilization gave a new 

impetus to hitherto neglected black feminist writing in the United States. 

Influential feminist criticism by Mary Helen Washington, Mae Henderson, 

Hortense Spillers, Michel Wallace, Deborah McDowell, Hazel Carby and others 

 were able to give shape to critical theory itself.37 In the last forty years the general 

sense of "hostility, skepticism and suspicion" towards Afro-American literature 

has been replaced by a "generally accepted validity."3" And in recent years fiction 

by black women writers such as Toni Morrison, Alice Walker, Gloria Naylor, Toni 

Cade Bambara and others have brought Afro-American literature to center stage.
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This has once more raised hopes of Black writers such as Gwendolyn Brooks that 

the day in not far when the children of blacks and whites would sit equally at the 

 table of justice and be brothers.39 But even a decade later Toni Morrison in "A 

Knowing So Deep" (1985) points out the social reality has not changed: "I think 

about the Black woman who never landed, who are still swimming open-eyed in 

the sea. I think about those of us who did land and see how their strategies for 

survival became our maneuvers for power."40 Black women's studies too have 

been introduced in American universities. The doing away of quota for women to 

be admitted to elite institutions has also encouraged black women's studies 

indirectly by providing a large readership.

The essentialism of race is understood more from a social perspective. Dexter 

Fisher's works interrogate the shared values and assumptions of minority literature 

vis-à-vis mainstream American literature and then to employ a plural system of 

education to develop a humanities curriculum.4' Fisher suggests a revision of the 

American canon, find new "aesthetic principles of evaluation" and bridge the 

"cultural gap between writer and critic
." Also scholars such as Leslie A. Fiedler 

and Houston Baker question the belief that the flexibility and fertility of English 

language provides an ideal medium for the expression of the literary sensibility of 

any writer. They point out that this neocolonialist notion of English as a "world 

language" is deeply embedded in the ideas of Western economic history.42

In recent years Black essentialism has been receiving flak from many sides and 

attracting smaller audiences. People complain that ideologically motivated 

arguments have sacrificed coherence and universality and inscribed their own 

hegemonies. For example the new revisionist canon of American black women 

includes those writers who tell stories of non middle class, dark skinned, 

vernacular speaking, Southern rural folks while exclude those who do not. This
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model valorizes the Blues and Black life as "authentic black" placing Zola Neale 

Hurston at the center. Though Black essentialism has been able to retrieve some 

interestingly forgotten and marginalized texts in the last three decades, it has 

inscribed new exclusions of its own.43 Theories of racial authenticity and tradition 

have valorized some Black writers while ignoring others, thereby creating their 

own brand of essentialism within the revisionist canon.44

Black essentialism has its own limitations and has now given way to "beyond 

essentialism." Beyond essentialism is an attempt to rectify the anomalies in the 

methods of the earlier essentializing techniques such as the economic and social 

exploitation of Blacks. As "beyond essentialism" incorporates sociological 

perspectives and post-formal discourses in its methods it tries to resituate texts, 

understand the dynamics of subjection, study the forces of marginalization and 

uncover the hidden agenda of incorporation. Black literature now confronts 

questions of fluidity and the cultural specificity of texts as its criticism also 

acknowledges some aspects of Afro-American culture as byproducts of its 

encounter with white racism.45 Interestingly most discourses on identity politics 

were initiated to protect interests of marginalized groups excluded from the 

privileged American mainstream. Ironically such groups are still waiting to be 

introduced in the American mainstream.

The new interest of literary studies in history, social theory, genealogies and 

epistemologies of law, race and literatures can be seen as a deeper involvement in 

political, legal and social issues that directly affect our lives. This shift in focus 

also shows the concerns of literary critics about a more representative historical 

narration, equitable distribution of economic resources, sustainable development, 

a more egalitarian society and non-discriminatory justice. Though minority 

groups have not won the war against racial and political discrimination they have
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undoubtedly been able to focus people's attention on the notions of territorial, 

cultural, temporal and biological marginalization. Since the 1990s issues of race, 

gender and color, have now moved from the margins to the center of literary 

criticism and social theory. Critics are now busy in reconstituting its geography 

 and resituating them at the center. In the beginning it was not be possible to see' 

literary studies, whiteness studies, ethnic studies or historical studies going 

beyond white/nonwhite interactions in predominantly white societies, but in the 

last few years the arguments about these subjects have become more sophisticated 

and complex. Issues dealing with the mode of narrative representation, racial 

hegemonies in working class politics, individual subjectivities, political identities, 

privacy laws, right to pleasure, archaeologies of survival, reconstruction of self 

and ethnographic representations in the media have attracted the interest of 

scholars. Literary and social theorists are studying the splintering of the American 

national identity and wondering if this phenomenon is irreversible. They are 

asking questions about American body politic, questions such as: Can America 

still hold together as a nation? Or have these racial and ethnic theories found their 

match in the homogenizing cultural forces released by the entertainment industry 

and advertising institutions?
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